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Typinator is a program that helps you to quickly insert words, phrases, or graphics into your document by just entering a few keystrokes. Who 

would benefit from this? Everyone. For example, if you are a business person, you can set up customer service responses, acknowledge customer 
orders, send out shipping advisories that have the current date and time automatically entered, or insert a company logo and maps. Technical 
people can use some of the downloadable templates or create their own templates for quickly entering code fragments, code blocks, HTML code 
(see Figure 4), etc. Everyone whether they are a business person, a tech person, or 
neither, would benefit by being able to quickly enter in dates, times, or letter 
salutations that can include your signature, etc. 

Installation is easy. All you have to do is copy the program to your Application 
folder, turn on “Universal Access” (found in the System Preference panel) and 
(optionally) make it a login item. Instantly a T shaped icon appears on the Finders 
Menubar.

 
Abbreviation “Sets”:

When you run Typinator for the first time you are presented with the 
Abbreviations window that has Typinator’s default “Set” of abbreviations showing. 
These include:

1. typurl. types a whole URL address: http://www.Ergonis Software.com/
products/typinator

2. Typicon. inserts a image of the Typinator icon
3. dt. will type in the current date formatted like this: 2014-01-19 BTW: The 

appearance of your date is fully customizable. The “xxx/” abbreviation that I 
made (in Figure 1): 

You are given two to four different ways to format each part of the date, e.g. for 
the month you can choose from: 9, 09, Sept, or September. It is the same with the 

day: 4, 04, Fr, or Friday. You can 
also specify if the time is based 
on a 12 or 24 clock and whether 
to add an AM or PM, minute or 
second to your date.
 These three aren’t the only 
predefined “Sets” that come with 
Typinator. There are around nine predefined “Sets” that you can make visible and then use. 
These Sets include: AutoCorrection, HTML Snippets, Subscripts, and Superscripts. There is 
also a wide variety of Sets and scripts that can be downloaded from the Ergonis Software web 
site. 

   I found the two (English) AutoCorrection sets to be most helpful. How 
many times have you typed “teh” for “the”, neglected to enter a space 
between two words like “abouta”. If you have the AutoCorrection Set 
enabled, Typinator would automatically place a space between these words.. 
So with this set activated, any time you misspell any of the included words, 
they are automatically corrected.
  If you have created a lot of your own Abbreviations/Expansions, you may 
want to divide them into different Set categories to keep them organized and 
easy to find. Some of these categories may include: letter templates, mail 
signatures, or code snippets. You can also specify which sets will enabled or 
disabled in which applications. For example, you can have your Novel 
writing set enabled only when you open the Scrivener application (used by 
novelists); enable your Code Snippets set when you open Xcode; or enable 

Figure 1. With Typinator, you can insert a word, a whole 
document and/or an image by only typing a few 
keystrokes.

Figure 3. The “AutoCorrect” set will automatically correct a 
long list of commonly misspelled words.

Figure 2. Typinator includes predefined date 
and time abbreviations.
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your Mail signatures & salutations only when you are in Mail. 

  Each “Set”, whether it comes with Typinator or you have created it, 
appears at the top of Typinator’s window. You can quickly activate or 
deactivate these by placing a check next to the one(s) you want to use (see 
Figure 3).

Case sensitive & Variations
You specify whether or not the abbreviation’s are case sensitive by choosing 

between: “Case must match exactly” or “Apply Case variations to expansion”.
1. When “Case must match exactly” is turned on, the abbreviation only 

kicks in if you type the abbreviation exactly as you defined it. With it turned off, any combination of capitalized and lowercase letters will 
activate the abbreviation, e.g. Fyi. fYi. FYI, or fyI.

2. When “Apply case variations to expansion” is turned on, Tpinator will match the way you typed the abbreviation. The means
• If you type the abbreviation as all capitals: FYI, the expanded words/letters will a be capitalized: “FOR YOUR INFORMATION”.
• If you type it in lower case: fyi, the expanded words would be all lower case: “For your information”.
• If you capitalize only the first letter” Fyi, the only the first word’s first letter is capitalized: “For your information”.

Expansion Types
There are three “Expansion” types: Text, Picture, and Formatted (which lets you 

have a combination of the previous two). Since my SMMUG signature (shown in 
Figure 1) includes the SMMUG logo, I had to change the Expansion Type from the 
default “Plain Text” to “Formatted Text”. Otherwise if I dragged/imported an image 
into a Text only Expansion Type, only the written location of the image will be 
inserted in this field. Not the actual photo. The Formatted Type also lets you use 
different fonts in the text that you want to expand, provided the application that you 
are typing in can handle multiple fonts (see Figure 5).

To keep Typinator from confusing an Expansion with a word that you are typing 
in a sentence, it is recommended that you add special characters to the front or back 
of the Abbreviation, such as a “/” or a period.

Practical use
Say you are like me - the SMMUG Reviews Editor - that must request new software to review each month. Think how tedious it would be to 

type the same request form over and over again, only to change the name of the software that is requested each time. Think how much easier it 
would be to create the request form and have Typinator automatically type it into your document after only a few keystrokes. In addition to that, 
think of all the emails that must be sent to vendors for thank yous or tech support when you have questions about the review software. In every 
correspondence you must enter into your email or document your name, title, and the User Group logo. Now with Typinator, you can 
streamline the process and quickly enter this with a few keystrokes. If you look at the screen shot to the right, you will see that I created such an 
abbreviationExpansion, e.g. the abbreviation: SM# will expand to what is shown in the Expansion field at the bottom of the Typinator window.  

e skinny
Evaluation: If you rarely type anything, this isn’t for you. But if you do a lot of typing, especially if there are words or phrases that you repeatedly 
have to type into your documents, then this is for you. BTW: Since there are a few applications like Terminal and BBEdit that can’t accept 
formatted text or embedded images, I suggest you try Typinator before you buy it to see if it works in the applications that you use most often.

Requires: OS X 10.5.8 or newer. OS X 10.7 or newer is recommended

Company: Ergonis Software

Price: EUR 24.99 = (?) $35.00 (Depends on the currency exchange rate at the time of purchase)

Trial copy

Figure 4. With the HTML predefined set, you can quickly 
type HTML code. Plus you can instruct it to place you cursor 
in the middle of the expanded text rather than at its end.

Figure 5. Quickly insert your signature with only a 
few keystrokes, even if it contains multiple fonts.
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